Ready for 100
Resolution
We are the first generation to feel the sting of
climate change, and we are the last generation
that can do something about it.
--Jay Inslee, Governor of Washington
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What: Ready for 100 Resolution


Commit to transition Cheltenham to 100% renewable electricity by 2030 and 100% renewable energy across all
sectors by 2050



Includes:


Public and private



Fixed (eg, buildings) and transportation



Renewable energy is defined as non-fossil fuel



This resolution is NOT…A specific, set path towards 100% renewable energy that will cost money we don’t have.



This resolution is…a GOAL


Will allow development of a transition plan which can facilitate adoption of technology as it becomes available and
affordable




Given our fiscal situation, EAC recognizes the transition to renewable energy should be cost neutral



Will guide Township decisions involving buildings, vehicles and energy suppliers



Will guide Township planning regarding transportation infrastructure and land use



Will guide Township zoning codes in regards to energy efficiency

To be successful


We must also conserve energy through efficiency



Electrify vehicles and heating systems

Why: To Reduce Greenhouse Gas (GHG)
Emissions





To avoid the worst effects of climate change, we have 12 years to take strong action
towards cutting GHGs (UN IPCC report)


Americans need to cut GHGs by 83% to stop climate change



Burning fossil fuels contributes 80% of GHG emissions

Governor Wolf has set goal of 26% reduction in GHG by 2025 and 80% by 2050
(compared to 2005 levels) by executive order
Cheltenham has resolved to up-hold the Paris Accords and our Sustainability Plan
both of which require transition to renewable energy to cut GHGs



Ready for 100 is a national program from Sierra Club which
supports municipalities in transitioning to renewable
energy



By end of 2018, 100 cities, 11 counties and 2 states have passed 100%
renewable energy resolutions


Philadelphia and Pittsburgh are IN



Phoenixville, West Chester, Downingtown, Radnor, Springfield Twp among
others are IN



Considering: Abington, Ambler, Lansdale, Lower Merion Township,
Narberth, Plymouth Township, Whitemarsh Township, and others

GHGs create a blanket around the earth.
This traps more of the sun’s heat and
changes our climate.

Why: Climate Change will hurt everyone
in Cheltenham (and beyond)






Hurts public health (esp. in vulnerable populations)


↑asthma + deaths due to fossil fuel air pollution



↑pollen and allergies



↑insect-borne disease



↑heat-related deaths

Hurts infrastructure


↑intense rain events projected for Philadelphia region



↑in strong storms (eg, Nor’easter)



↑Heat-related damage to roads



↑cooling costs due to number of days >100 in Philadelphia

Leads to geopolitical instability and food shortages


Staple crop yields ↓



Arable land ↓



Massive number of climate refugees

Why: Extreme Rain Events Have
Increased and Will Get Worse
Northeast has seen a 20% increase in extreme 2 day
rain events since~1900
(https://science2017.globalchange.gov/chapter/7/)
 Our choices today can make a difference
 By 2100:
 If we don’t cut carbon emissions (RCP8.5) this
goes up to an 80% increase
 If we do cut carbon emissions (RCP4.5), we
keep the increase to 40%




See PBS NOVA documentary on extreme weather:
https://video.whyy.org/video/decoding-the-weather-machinevgqhot/

Note: 2 Day 5 Year means that the odds of a certain amount of rain in
2 days is historically 1/20 for any given year.

Why: Days Above 100 F Will Increase



The choices we make today to cut GHGs can make a
big difference for our kids and grandkids.


No GHG cuts: 35 days >100, feels like Georgia



Moderate GHG cuts: 22 days >100, feels like southern Virgina
See report.

Why: Climate Change is going to be very,
very expensive


“Left unchecked, climate change affects our health, infrastructure and the outdoors we
love. But more importantly the report shows that global action on climate change will save
lives.”—Gina McCarthy, former EPA head



Business as usual (no change to GHG emissions) will cost the US per year by 2100 (EPA
analysis):





57000 extra deaths due to air pollution



12000 extra deaths due to heat exposure



$11,000,000,000 in crop damage



$10s of Billions in extreme weather damage, costs born largely by local governments

Moderate climate change projected to cost Montgomery County 1.9% of GDP by 2100


↓38.1% in agriculture (food prices will soar)



↑9.6% in energy use (cost of cooling for Township will increase)



↑0.9% property crime and 3.1% for violent crime (increase in police costs and decreased quality of
life)



↑8.3 deaths per 100,000 (3 Cheltenham residents will die who wouldn’t otherwise)

How: Set a GOAL, then make a PLAN (ie,
this won’t happen tomorrow)


Cost of renewable energy is dropping rapidly to become comparable to
fossil fuels


Philadelphia signed Power Purchase Agreement (PPA)—commit to long term
contract with an energy supplier who is building a solar farm (No cost to
Philadelphia, cost/kW comparable to what they currently pay)



New technology like electric vehicles, more efficient solar panels, etc
developing rapidly



Public support of renewables is high (76% of Philadelphia area
residents favor 100% renewable energy)





State and Federal policy changes can help enable the transition



Private investment is already enabling the transition



Cheltenham’s commitment to GHG reduction policies (eg, Carbon Tax and
Dividend (HR763), Ready for 100) will add to the public support for
state/federal progress

With a GOAL then a PLAN, Cheltenham can be ready to take advantage
of these changes to move to 100% renewables

How: What 100% Renewable Energy
Looks Like for PA (Solutions Project)


Air pollution deaths avoided: 3065/year



Avoided health costs: $21.6B (2% of GDP)



New jobs created: 387,124 (number of jobs
where a person is employed for 40 years)



Energy Cost 2050:





Business as usual: $0.111/kWh



100% Renewable: $0.098/kWh

Savings (energy, health, climate cost) 2050:
$12,866/person

Visit the Solutions Project.

How: Sierra Club’s 5 Steps (for Cheltenham)
Clean Energy Resolution
Goal Setting Shows Political Commitment
Moving the resolution through committees gets more leaders
involved, incorporates various interests

Energy Transition Plan
(or Climate Action Plan)

A roadmap for achieving the goals of the
resolution
Options, prioritize actions, cost estimates, progress
metrics, equity assessments, reference models

Ready for 100
Resolution

Comp Plan Updates
Collaborate with other
townships in MontCo
See plan for Philadelphia
here.

Puts the energy transition in context
with other sustainability initiatives
Comp Plan is the place for far-sighted
goals

Stakeholder Engagement
Serious meetings with community, business, institutions, institutions, etc
Before, during and after the roll-out of the transition plan

Energy Action

Energy Actions Could Include:
• Support green state/federal
policies
• Power Purchase Agreements
• Choose clean energy option for
new Twp purchases
• Develop policies which encourage
electric vehicle infrastructure and
energy efficiency

Efficiency incentives, grid options, local generation, energy storage, demand reduction, collective bargaining,
micro-grids, matching buyers with sellers
Don’t leave people behind - keep this transition fair and inclusive—See Minneapolis’s Plan
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Strong Public Support Statewide: Sierra Club
Commissioned GQR Survey in Pennsylvania

See survey results. Support is even higher in Philadelphia area.

